Abstract-For an MPEG coding scheme, the encoder can do more than video compression. In this paper, a novel MPEG codec embedded with scene-effect information detection and insertion is proposed to provide more functionality at the decoder end. Based on the macroblock (MB) type of information that is generated simultaneously in the encoding process, a single-pass automatic scene-effect insertion MPEG coding scheme can be achieved. Using the USER_DATA of picture header, the video output bitstreams by our method still conform to the conventional MPEG decoding system. The proposed method provides a solution toward upgrading the existing MPEG codec with low complexity to accomplish at least two major advantages. Precise and effective video browsing resulting from the scene-effect extraction can significantly reduce the user's time to look up what they are interested in. For video transmission, the bitstreams containing scene-effect information can obtain better error concealment performance when scene changes are involved. Compared with the gain it achieves, the payout of our algorithm is very worthy with comparatively small efforts.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A S THE Internet becomes more and more popular and multimedia can be widely spread and applied, the video data booms to a tremendous amount and keeps on increasing rapidly. In addition to the problem of large memory storage, to browse and retrieve among this huge amount of video databases is also very difficult. MPEG codec nowadays is widely used to save the storage space and proven to be very effective. VCD and DVD players, which are based on the MPEG standard, have also become the common appliance in families. Since most video sequences are stored in MPEG compressed form, many browsing and retrieving algorithms based on MPEG compressed video have been proposed recently. Hence, to achieve this purpose, the scene change detection method, acting as the initial step to extract the video editing points also arouses a lot of interests. A number of researches have focused on scene-change detection methods [1] - [28] and many effective methods are developed. Although the scene-change detection mechanism at the decoder end works effectively, it still puts great efforts on the decoder structures. It violates the rule of MPEG coding scheme to keep the decoder as simple as possible and to concentrate the complex part at the encoder end. As a result, it is a preferred way to detect the interesting frame, such as scene changes, at the encoder side and insert the indications of the findings in the video bitstreams. Thus, video browsing can work by means of extracting the specific indications instead of complex analysis and collection of huge amount of overhead data. This idea is simple and intuitive but very attractive. However, it is not as easy as it seems. The difficulty lies in how to provide a novel MPEG encoding scheme with effective scene-effect detection, and how to design the format of overhead scene-effect indication to make the video bitstreams still conform to the conventional existing MPEG decoder. It is crucial to provide a novel solution with low complexity on the conventional operative MPEG encoder. In addition to video storage, MPEG also makes video transmission possible because it significantly reduces large amount of transmission data. However, due to the property of predictive coding, the penalty of propagation error to video quality is quite huge. Even a single bit error can produce the corruption of a series of macroblocks (MBs) and these erroneous blocks will propagate to all GOP. To solve this problem, many error-resilience and error-concealment methods have been proposed [29] - [54] . Error concealment method uses the spatial or temporal redundancy to conceal the corrupted MBs. Although the temporal error concealment is proven effective, scene changes often occur and can do much harm for sudden loss of temporal redundancy. As a result, if the scene change is found, the error concealment should be adjusted correspondingly. For example, the bidirectional (B) frames should choose the reference P frame of the same video clip to conceal the erroneous block because the temporal redundancy is still valid. In other words, the scene-change information is also very helpful for error concealment algorithm. Therefore, besides easy video browsing and description, a more precise error concealment mechanism can be also obtained if the scene-effect indication is added in the headers of MPEG bitstreams.
To conclude from the above discussions, the benefit of inserting a scene-effect indication is clear. Nevertheless, how to minimize the efforts to MPEG encoding when the scene-effect detection and indication insertion is involved also becomes an important issue. In this paper, a novel MPEG encoding scheme with low-complexity scene-effect detection method and simultaneous insertion is proposed. The scene-effect de- tection method is based on MB-type information generated in the encoding processes. In addition, only simple analysis on MB-type information can achieve effective scene-effect detection [23] . It is worthwhile to note that only one-pass processing is needed, that is to say, our method creates very little efforts on conventional MPEG encoding scheme. To switch the existing encoder to our proposed scheme, the cost is acceptably low.
In order to evaluate our method, the overheads for computations, memory and encoding data are taken into considerations and experimented. It is shown that the cost is so insignificant that this method is very practical to be embedded into conventional MPEG codec. Moreover, the corresponding decoding scheme is also proposed to provide easy browsing, effective video description and smarter error concealment mechanism. Experimental results show that our method works very well and effectively.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
It is obvious that to insert the scene-effect information into the bitstream can do a lot of good to the applications of the decoder side. Very fast and precise video browsing can be obtained and more effective error concealment to deal with scene effects can provide better quality under the noisy transmission environments. The benefits is evident, and the only question lies in how many efforts is needed to detect and insert the scene-effect information into the compressed video sequences. The most straightfoward and intuitive way is a two-phase method, in which the first pass is for scene-change detection for raw data and the second for the video compression. In the first pass, a scene-change detection method based on image difference or histogram comparison is used to decide which frame header needs to be inserted scene-change information and then the video sequence and the detection information are put into the conventional MPEG encoding scheme. This method works but the computation overhead is enormous, and moreover, the above encoding scheme brings out great efforts on the conventional encoding mechanism. In other words, the cost is tremendous, either from software design or hardware structure, to integrate the first phase detection algorithm into widely-used MPEG coding scheme.
Accordingly, in order to reduce the efforts to be integrated into conventional MPEG coding scheme, the embedded scenechange detection algorithm, which achieves based on the information collected during the conventional encoding process, is adopted. During this single phase process, video compression and scene-change detection perform simultaneously, and as a result, there is very low impact and integration cost for present MPEG coding systems. In this paper, an integration information insertion coding mechanism with a scene-change detection method based on the MB-type information is proposed. Our proposed method can be easily integrated into the present MPEG system with only MB-type information collection and little computation overhead.
There exists one another problem: how to insert the scene-effect information conforming to the existing MPEG format. It is mandatory that the conventional existing decoding tool should be capable of handling the video sequence with the picture header (PH) containing scene effects. The MPEG standard reserves the USER_DATA field to insert useful data for some specific purpose and this field can be used to indicate the scene effects. In MPEG, USER_DATA is defined by the users for their specific applications, which follows the USER_DATA_START_CODE that is the bit string 000 001B2 in hexadecimal. It identifies the beginning of user data and the user data continues until receipt of another start code. In this paper, the format of USER_DATA for scene effects will be discussed in the later paragraph.
In order to lower the storage and compuation load, we leverage our past research which addressed a scene-effect detection method based on MB-type information. This method exploit the computation of motion estimation at the encoder side and only simple analysis can detect the scene effect such as abrupt and gradual scene change, flashlight or caption, etc. This method benefits from low computation load and small storage space, and also provides a good solution toward a single phase scene-effect PH insertion coding scheme.
Single phase algorithm, although it reduces the integration complexity, faces one another difficulty. The encoding process has been finished befor the scene-effect detection completes. As a result, the USER_DATA in the PH has to be inserted in advance no matter whether this frame is a scene-change frame or not. In order to lower the overhead data for scene-effect identification, not all frames' PHs are inserted USER_DATA. Because the P frame is decoded in advance of the following B frames, it is practicable that the scene-effect indication is only appended to P and I frames. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1 and the pseudocode of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 .
As to the format of USER_DATA to represent the scene effects, two kinds of information should be carried. One is for showing which frame in this SGOP (PBB ) is a scene-change frame, and the other is for indicating what kind of the scene effect is. For the above purpose, the USER_DATA for scene effects are shown in Tables I-III. The 2 bytes following the user_data_code is defined as the scene-effect message (SEM). In order to discriminate SEM from other user defined data, the first four bits of the first byte is set 1111 to stand for SEM. The least significant four bits of the first bit is used for representing the scene-effect location in this SGOP. The last byte of SEM is designed to indicate the scene-effect types which are classified and listed in Table I .
In our proposed scene-effect detection method, three types of scene effects, including abrupt scene change, gradual scene change, and fast panning sequence, can be detected. Based on our past research [23] , the abrupt scene change can be found from the prediction pattern of MB-type information of B frames. As to fast panning and gradual scene change, significant number of Intra-coded MBs of P frame is used for indication and MB-type information of B frames can used to distinguish these two apart. With these three scene-effect indications, it is essential for fundamental video browsing. However, it is worthwhile to note that the scene-effect detection method can be extended to other effects certainly, such as caption or flashlight detection. It depends on what functionality and what key frame the system needs to provide. Compared with conventional MPEG coded, our proposed method with scene-effect indication requires three kinds of overheads: computational overhead, memory overhead and data overhead. Computational overhead means that the operations for scene-effect detection, PH position recording and insertion, and all other extra process compared with the conventional coding scheme. Memory overhead represents the extra memory space requirement to store MB-type information and the information relative to PH insertion. As to data overhead, it comes from the USER_DATA of PHs of P and I frames. Because these three parameters will determine the efficiency of our proposed method, we design a series of experiments to verify our coding scheme.
A. Computational Overhead
A 30-min video (i.e. frames) is encoded by the conventional MPEG TM5 codec and our proposed method, respectively; and the computational time is recorded. The test Table IV and Table V . From these tables, only 0.1% computational overhead is required to handle the extra process of our scene-effect detection and PH insertion. It also implies that our proposed method is very practical in real-world video applications.
B. Memory Overhead
The extra requirement of memory space is shown in Table VI . For each MB, only one type information is required in our detection method. Thus, for a SGOP containing 1P2B frames (352 240), only 330 3 byte of memory space is required to be recorded. Compared with the memory space used to store the decoded reference image , the overhead memory is quite small and acceptable.
C. Data Overhead
Owing to the insertion of PH header, the video data stream will be elonged. Equation (1) shows the ratio of extra bits to the original data stream where is the number of pictures in a GOP and is the distance from a P frame to its previous P frame in a GOP. is in the unit of bit per second and represents the number of GOP in a second. For the case of a 4-Mbps bitstream and 30 frames per second ( ,
It is clear that the ratio is very insignificant.
D. Easy Embedding
Besides the advantage of lower overhead, the proposed method also benefits the architectural advantage. The scene-effect detection based on MB-type information is very easy to be integrated into conventional MPEG encoding scheme. Fig. 3 illustrates the simpleness of the integration. The scene-effect detection engine can operate totally separately without interfering the other functional blocks of the conventional MPEG encoder. The result of scene-effect detection will be used to modify the pre-pending user data field in the PH, as Fig. 1 shows. The change of MPEG encoding architecture is in very small scale and the video sequence will carry the scene-effect information for the decoder's further processing. The advantage of this kind of sequences will be discussed in the next section.
III. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED METHOD
As what we have mentioned, if the PH contains the scene-effect information, a corresponding MPEG decoder can provide more precise and efficient video browsing, an effective video description, and more accurate error concealment. We will describe these three advantages, respectively.
A. Video Browsing
A traditional way to browse video sequences is forwardingand-searching. For MPEG sequences, the I-frame will be decoded as the key frame for browsing. Unfortunately, the number of I frames is large and makes the video browsing imprecise and time-consuming. Taking a 90-min movie video, for example, there exist I-frames to be browsed. It is a tremendous large number. Actually, a 90-min movie may contain only 100 to 300 video clips, that is, 100 to 300 scene changes. If the scene changes can be found as the key frames for browsing, the user can save a lot of time and more precise video browsing is obtained. The browing decoder is quite simple and only the user_data of GOP header are required to be checked. A simulation to compare the efficiency of proposed algorithm and conventional browsing method have been tested and the results are shown in Table VII .
It is obvious from Table VII that our method provides a more effective and efficient video browsing, which significantly reduce the computation load and relieve the browser from the tedious searching task. However, it is noted that the actual video browsing is an interactive action and Table VII simply shows the improvement of browsing by the reduction of key frames.
B. Accurate Error Concealment
Recently, video transmission gets more and more important because the internet become common and widely spread. MPEG makes video transmission practical owing to the significant reduction of data amount but it also brings great impact. The characteristic of temporal prediction and variable length coding makes MPEG very sensitive to transmission error. Error propagation can do great harm to decoded video sequences. As a result, error-resilient coding to resist error and error concealment to recover the damaged video stream nowadays arouse more and more attention. Regarding error concealment, temporal error concealment is widely used and proven superior to spatial error concealment in most of cases. However, the scene change may do great harm to temporal error concealment because it cause the temporal corelation entirely ineffective. As a result, a special treatment should be adopted to handle the error concealment under the circumstance of scene changes. Because the scene effect is known after the PH decoding, the choice of error concealment strategy can be made more precisely. If an abrupt scene change is indicated in the PH of this P frame, it implies that the temporal correlation is invalid for error concealment. As a result, once the error is encountered in the decoding process of the P frame, the spatial error concealment is adopted. For the B frames in this SGOP, the error concealment direction is toward the reference frame in the same shot. Figs. 4 and 7 illustrates this idea.
As to the dissolve sequences, the temporal error concealment is also ineffective because the temporal correlation is almost insignificant. A more precise error concealment based on the linear property can be applied to obtain better quality of decoded frames. When the SGOP is decoded as a dissolve SGOP, which is indicated by PH of the P frame, the corrupted MBs of B frames can be concealed by the interpolation of two reference frames. The weighting of the interpolation can be evaluated by the errorfree decoded MB subgroup, MBSGOP [23] . For P frames, the linear property also can be applied to recover the error MBs. If there exists three consecutive reference frames in the dissolve sequence found by the PHs, the successful error-free co-located decoded MBs in the two of these three frames can be used to predict the corrupted MB of the other one. Interpolation method is applied for the error of the middle one and the extrapolation is for the latest reference frame. This method is shown in Figs. 5, 6 , and 8and it is noted again the parameters of interpolation and extrapolation is calculated by the successful error-free decoded MBs.
A series of experiments are tested to verify our proposed scene-change dependent error concealment algorithm. Fig. 9 shows the comparison between conventional temporal error concealment and proposed method. From Fig. 9 , the effectiveness of error concealment of our method is obviously better than the conventional one because the more accurate prediction reference frame is chosen. Tables VIII-X show the statistics of the PSNR performance comparison. It is found that about 3-5 dB is gained by adopting our method. Fig. 10 shows similar performance for the proposed algorithm, and about 3-5 dB in PSNR is gained, corresponding to different bit error rates (BERs). In all the experiments, it is worthwhile to emphasize that only the GOP with a scene change is taken into consideration and PSNR calculation. It is because the error resulting from the poorly concealed block due to the scene change will not propagate to the next GOP. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel idea and the corresponding implementation to insert the scene-effect information into the video bitstream is proposed. In order to lower the impact on the existing MPEG coding scheme, we presented a single-pass MPEG codec with low-complexity scene-effect detection. The method based on MB-type information from our past studies benefits from the simultaneous data generation and simple analysis of low computational complexity. Moreover, USER_DATA of a PH is applied to represent the scene effect and keeps the consequent video stream conformable to conventional MPEG codec. Integrated with the above two ideas, a single-pass automatic scene-effect insertion MPEG codec is proposed and experimented. Based on our evaluation, less than 1% overhead on the computational complexity, memory space, and extra data is required to achieve our proposed codec. This is very attractive for conventional MPEG codecs to adopt. At the decoder end, the video bitstream with the scene-effect information can provide some useful functions. First, because the scene effects are known in advance of picture decoding, the video browsing can precisely focus on those containing specific scene effects, such as scene changes. A lot of browsing time and computation efforts can be saved by this design. Besides, the scene-effect information can be applied to help to describe video clips. For a higher level of video retrieval, scene-effect information can cooperate with some other video descriptors, such as color histogram and edge contour, to achieve the purpose of video description. For example, a TV commercial clip would show frequent scene changes and short video clip span and in the basketball sequences, frequent and steady appearance of fast panning effects could be found. In other words, to embed the scene-effect information into video headers may also provide a useful video descriptor in the decoder end. For video transmission, we also examine a scene-effect dependent error concealment to handle the inaccurate frame prediction when scene change is involved. Based on the experiments, it gains more than 3 dB in PSNR by this algorithm. He is currently an Engineer with Realtek Semiconductor Corporation, Hsinchu. His research interests include video compression, image processing, multimedia application, and SOC design.
